
CSIS210 - Data Structures 
Lab 1 

 

  
 
In a previous assignment you set up a world for your animated object. In this assignment you 
will extend your program to include the following features: 
  
1. Add textures of your choice to at least two objects in your scene. Do not select the 

textures randomly – make sure that they add realism and visual richness to your scene.  
 

2. Implement absolute camera movement to fly around your scene by controlling the x, y 
and z coordinates of the eye point, lookat point and up vector using keyboard keys. 
Increment a value with an uppercase key and decrement it with a lowercase key as 
follows: eye x: ‘q’/’Q’, eye y: ‘w’/’W’, eye z: ’e’/’E’, lookat x: ’a’/’A’, lookat y:’s’/’S’, lookat z: 
’d’/’D’, up x: ’z’/’Z’, up y: ’x’/’X’, up z: ’c’/’C’. (These are the keys on the top, middle, and 
bottom rows of the keyboard on the left side, so that you can hit them all without moving 
your hand.) The ’+/-’ keys should increment and decrement your speed in absolute 
camera coordinate keyboard motion. Remember that: 
• You'll have to flip the y coordinate, since the window system will be sending you 

coordinates that start at the upper left instead of the lower left.  
• Viewing transformations belong in the MODELVIEW matrix, not in the PROJECTION 

matrix. 
 

GRADING: You will be graded on several things:  
 

1) How creatively you select and map your textures. 
2) How accurately the fly through is implemented. 
3) Your code is tidy well-commented. 

 
HAND-IN: 
 
At the beginning of your code, write a clear description of what the program does. Insert 
explanatory comments throughout your code.  
 
Email to your instructor: 
1. Your OpenGL source code. 
2. A readme file explaining the amount of time spent on this project, any known bugs, and 

any suggestions for improvement to this assignment.  

 
Computer Graphics  

Texturing and Flying Through Your World 
 


